
Spherical Harmonic Representation of the Gravity

Field Potential

� Introduction

Satellites in low�Earth orbit are a�ected by a broad spectrum of perturbations due
to the Earth�s gravity �eld� The largest of these perturbations are produced by the
Earth�s oblateness� Beyond the oblateness� there exist much smaller undulations in
the gravity �eld� These variations produce much smaller� but certainly observable�
e�ects on low�Earth orbiters�

The modeling of the Earth�s gravity �eld using spherical harmonics is convenient
for both numerical integration of satellite trajectories as well as analytic developments
for the orbital perturbations� Both of these tasks are brie�y reviewed� The equations
of motion of a satellite moving in the gravitational �eld are derived� Computer imple�
mentation of these equations is facilitated by recurrence relations for the Associated
Legendre Functions which are also given�

The principal perturbations produced on a satellite orbit are then de�ned and
approximate expressions quantifying the perturbations are found using Kaula�s ap�
proach�

� Mathematical Model

��� Gravitational Potential

The common approach for modeling the gravitational �eld of a planetary body is
through the spherical harmonic representation�
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where� � is the product of the universal constant of gravitation G and the mass of
the Earth M � ae is the semi�major axis of the Earth�s reference ellipsoid� r� �� � are
the satellite distance� latitude� and longitude� respectively� in a body��xed coordinate
system� C�m� S�m are spherical harmonic coe�cients of degree � and order m� and
P�m are the Associated Legendre Functions of degree � and order m� A gravitational
model consists of a set of constants that specify �� ae and the C��m� S��m coe�cients�
It should also be noted that such a set of constants also implicitly de�nes a body��xed
coordinate system� The coordinate system de�ned is precisely that which was used
in the solution of the spherical harmonic coe�cients�

This representation of the geopotential can be thought of as consisting of three
constituent parts�
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The �rst part is simply the leading term of the expansion corresponding to the degree
and order zero term� The Associated Legendre Function� P�� has a value of one as
does the C�� coe�cient� So the leading term is simply�
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This is the familiar potential resulting from treating the body as point mass and that
used for deriving the fundamental results of two body motion�

The second part of the spherical harmonic representation are those terms �besides
the above two body term	 which do not have a longitude dependence� These are
the terms corresponding to m � � and are denoted as the zonal contribution to the
potential�
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The degree � zonal term models the contribution due to the planetary oblateness�
As such� it is the second largest contributor to the overall potential following the
central body contribution� �The degree  term is zero assuming that the center of the
Earth��xed coordinate system coincides with the center of mass of the Earth�	 The
notation J� is often used for the zonal coe�cients instead of the above C���� The two
notations simply di�er in sign�

J� � �C��� ��	

so that the zonal part of the potential could also be written in the form�
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The C notation will be used throughout this paper�
The remaining part of the spherical harmonic representation is that part depend�

ing on longitude�
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The largest longitudinal contributor to the potential is usually the degree � and order
� terms� These terms represent the amount that the planet is �out of round� about the
equator� �As with the degree  zonal coe�cient� the degree  and order  coe�cients
will be zero under the assumption that the center of the coordinate system coincides
with the center of mass�	

The spherical harmonic representation of the potential �Eq� 	 can then be written
as�
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In the general case� where temporal variations in the potential exist �e�g�� tides	�
the spherical harmonic representation is still valid though the geopotential coe�cients
�C��m� S��m	 then become time dependent�

����� Spherical Harmonics

To better understand the utility of using a spherical harmonic representation of the
geopotential a closer look at the spherical harmonic functions is required� The spher�
ical harmonic functions are those functions formed by the product of the Associated
Legendre Functions with cosm� and sinm� which appear in Eq� �

A��m��� �	 � P��m�sin�	 cosm� and B��m��� �	 � P��m�sin�	 sinm� ��	

These functions are orthogonal� Thus� each function �for a given degree and order	
can be thought of as contributing independent information with an amplitude given
by their respective C��m and S��m coe�cients�

In addition to being orthogonal� the qualitative shapes of the spherical harmonics
are easily visualized� The zonal harmonics �corresponding to m � �	 have no lon�
gitude dependence and have � zeroes between ��� degrees in latitude� So the even
degree zonals are symmetric about the equator and the odd zonal are asymmetric�
Note also that as the degree increases the number of zeroes in latitude increases and
the harmonics represent �ner and �ner latitudinal variations in the potential� If only
large scale �such as the oblateness	 variations need to be modeled then only the lowest
degree zonal terms need to be used�

The non�zonal harmonics all have longitudinal variations� The presence of the
cosm� and sinm� give the functions �m zeroes in longitude� And the Associated
Legendre Functions have ��m zeroes in latitude� So� similar to the zonals� the higher
degree and order harmonics represent �ner and �ner spatial detail of the gravitational
potential� The non�zonal coe�cients are called tesserals and for the speci�c case of
� � m they are referred to as sectorials�

Generally� the spherical harmonics can be thought of as representing variations in
the gravitational potential that have wavelengths of the circumference of the Earth
divided by m in longitude� and divided by ��m in latitude�

����� Normalization

The spherical harmonic coe�cients appearing in Eq�  are unnormalized� These coef�
�cients tend to very small values as the degree increases� This is partly a consequence
of the nature of the Earth�s gravity �eld but is for the most part due to the fact that
the Associated Legendre Functions tend to large values as degree increases� Thus it
is numerically advantageous to normalize the Associated Legendre Functions and the
coe�cients� The normalization is achieved by multiplying the Legendre functions by
a scale factor depending on the degree and order of the function� Denoting normalized
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values by an overbar� the normalized Associated Legendre Functions are�
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where the Kronecker delta� �m�� is equal to  ifm is zero and equal to � ifm is greater
than zero� The geopotential coe�cients� C��m and S��m� are normalized by the inverse
of this scale factor�
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The spherical harmonic expansion of the geopotential �Eq� 	 can now be written in
terms of normalized quantities�
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This is usually the preferred formulation for numerical implementations of the spher�
ical harmonic representation� For many analytical developments �such as the e�ect
on orbital motion	 it is easier to work with the unnormalized form �Eq� 	�

����� Associated Legendre Functions

Evaluation of the spherical harmonic expansion requires evaluating the Associated
Legendre Functions� This evaluation is most conveniently performed using recurrence
relations� If only a few terms are needed �low degree and order	 then explicit coding
of the functions may be more desirable� In general the Associated Legendre Function
of degree � and order m is�
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The �rst few of these functions are given in Table �

Table �� Associated Legendre Functions P��m�x	
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Recurrence relations for evaluating these functions are generally in one of two
forms� The di�erence is due to whether the recurrence is done holding the degree
�xed or holding the order �xed� Either approach allows the computation of all the
needed Legendre functions� In both cases� the starting values for the recurrences are
the � � m and � � m�  functions which are easily computed from�
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One recursion is to compute P��� and P����� and then compute the functions for
all lower orders of degree � using�
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The alternate recursion is to compute P��� and P����� and then compute the func�
tions for all higher degrees using�
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The recurrence relations can also be rewritten to directly work with the normalized
Associated Legendre Functions� The recurrence equivalent to Eq� � in normalized
form is�
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The recurrence equivalent to Eq� � in normalized form is�
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��� Gravitational Acceleration

The gravitational acceleration at any given location is obtained by computing the
gradient of the potential� Since the potential is given as a function of Earth��xed
spherical coordinates� it is most convenient to compute the gradient in the same
system� In Earth��xed spherical coordinates� this gradient is�
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where �ur� �u� and �u� are unit vectors in the r� �� � basis� This basis has �ur pointing
along the radius vector to the satellite� �u� is in the direction of increasing north
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latitude and �u� is in the direction of increasing East longitude� The acceleration
vector obtained from this expression will be the inertial acceleration for the point
of interest� Though� as noted� the components of the acceleration are given in the
Earth��xed coordinate system� For most applications it will be desired to have the
components of the acceleration expressed in an inertial �non�rotating	 coordinate
system� This is accomplished by applying the appropriate coordinate transformation
from the spherical coordinates to the desired coordinate system� So as a �rst step�
the components of the inertial acceleration in the Earth��xed �rotating	 coordinate
system are obtained� Substituting for the gravitational potential �Eq� 	 and taking
the indicated partials in Eq� �� gives the acceleration vector�
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Notice that the leading term of the radial component �degree and order equal to zero	
is simply the expected two�body gravitational acceleration ��	r�� Also� if only zonal
terms are used �m � �	� then the longitudinal component of the acceleration is zero�

Next� the Earth��xed Cartesian components of the acceleration can be obtained
by rotating from the spherical coordinates to the x� y� z basis� Let the components
of the acceleration in spherical coordinates be represented by�

�a � ar�ur � a��u� � a��u� ���	

where the components ar� a� and a� are given in Eq� �� The acceleration vector in
Cartesian coordinates can be written as�

�axyz � ax�ux � ay�uy � az�uz ���	

where �ux� �uy and �uz are the Cartesian unit vectors in the Earth��xed �rotating	
coordinate system� The Cartesian components of the acceleration can be obtained
from the spherical coordinate components through the standard transformation�
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Having obtained the Earth��xed Cartesian components of the acceleration one
further coordinate transformation is necessary to obtain the acceleration components
in the de�ned inertial coordinate system� If the matrix T represents the coordinate
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transformation from the Earth��xed system to the inertial coordinate system� then
the acceleration components in the inertial system will be�

�aXY Z � T�axyz ���	

where �aXY Z is the inertial acceleration vector in inertial coordinates�

�aXYZ � aX�uX � aY �uY � aZ�uZ ���	

with �uX � �uY and �uZ being the unit vectors of the Cartesian inertial coordinate system�
In component form� this �nal transformation will have the structure�
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The actual elements of the transformation matrix T depend on the inertial coor�
dinate system being used� In the most general case� this transformation will account
for polar motion �the motion of the spin axis with respect to the Earth crust	� Earth
rotation �the largest e�ect	 and� precession and nutation �the motion of the spin axis
with respect to the stars	� In the simplest case� all of these e�ects are neglected
except for Earth rotation� This de�nes a coordinate system with the same z axis as
the Earth��xed system but not rotating with the Earth� For many applications such
a system is e�ectively inertial� The transformation from the Earth��xed system to
this non�rotating system is simply�

T �

�������
cos 
 � sin 
 �
sin 
 cos 
 �
� � 

������� ���	

where 
 is the Greenwich Hour Angle �the angle from a reference direction� usually
the Vernal Equinox� to the Greenwich meridian	�

����� Example Equations of Motion

The equations of motion for a satellite moving in a gravitational �eld modeled in
spherical harmonics are given by Eq� ��� In the most general case� the components
of the acceleration in spherical coordinates are evaluated �Eq� �	 complete to the
highest degree and order of the gravity model being used� These components are
then rotated to Earth��xed Cartesian components �Eq� ��	 and �nally to inertial
coordinates as shown in Eq� ���

As an example� the resulting equations of motion due to the second and third de�
gree zonal will be presented� The second degree zonal is the most important �largest	
term of the potential and is necessary for the most rudimentary modeling of orbital
motion� The third degree zonal is responsible for long period �on the order of ��
days	 variations in the elements of an orbiting spacecraft and should be included for
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any long term orbit propagation studies� Assume that the inertial coordinate system
to be used is one neglecting polar motion� precession and nutation� That is� the ma�
trix de�ned in Eq� �� is the transformation from Earth��xed �rotating	 coordinates
to the inertial �non�rotating	 system� Letting� X� Y � Z represent the location of the
satellite in this inertial system� the equations of motion for the satellite are�
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The Greenwich Hour Angle� 
� appearing in the transformation matrix �Eq� ��	 does
not appear in these equations of motion� because there is not any longitudinal vari�
ation in the potential when only zonal terms are used� So the acceleration of the
spacecraft is independent of it�s longitudinal location with respect to Greenwich�

� Earth�s Gravity Field

Numerous spherical harmonic models of the Earth�s gravity �eld have been developed�
These models are primarily based on the Earth�based tracking of low�Earth orbit
satellites� Other data types that are valuable in estimating the Earth�s gravity �eld
include surface gravity measurements� satellite�to�satellite tracking and more recently�
satellite radar�altimeter measurements of the ocean surface� The maximum degree
��	 of the spherical harmonic representations of the Earth is more than ��� in some
models� Models based solely on satellite tracking data usually have a maximumdegree
of approximately ��� Indeed� for most satellite applications� high degree models are
not needed due to the insensitivity of the satellite motions to the small scale features
represented in such models�

A good general purpose model for satellite applications is the JGM�� model devel�
oped jointly by the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center �GSFC	 and the University
of Texas Center for Space Research �Nerem et al�� ���	� This model is based on
the tracking data of Earth satellites and surface gravity measurements� the model
is complete to degree and order ��� The accuracy of this model is greatly improved
with respect to earlier Goddard Earth Models �GEM	� In addition to estimating the
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spherical harmonic coe�cients of the gravity �eld� estimates of the accuracy of those
coe�cients are also computed� Such accuracy estimates are very valuable when at�
tempting to estimate the orbit error which may be induced when using the model for
orbit propagation�

Recently� a newer JGM �JGM��	 model has been produced �Tapley et al�� ���	�
This model is based on more satellite tracking data and includes some GPS tracking
of the Topex�Poseidon spacecraft� The overall accuracy is improved with respect to
JGM���

Table �� The JGM�� Gravity Model�
Normalized Zonals �C�� in units of � ��	
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The JGM�� normalized zonal coe�cients� complete to degree ��� are given in Table
�� The nonzonal coe�cients� up to degree and order ��� are given in Table � �the
model contains coe�cients up to degree and order ��	� Along with the coe�cient
values in each table� the estimated uncertainty ��	 of the individual coe�cients is
also given� The gravitational constant and equatorial radius speci�ed for the JGM��
model are�

� � GM � ����������� ��� m��s� and ae � �������� m ���	

Several points can be made by examining the coe�cient values and their uncer�
tainties� Foremost� the value of the second degree zonal coe�cient is seen to be more
than two orders of magnitude larger than any other coe�cient� The next largest coef�
�cients are those of degree � and order �� Analogous to the second degree zonal which
represents the oblateness of the Earth� these coe�cients correspond to the ellipticity
about the equator�

Also evident is that the magnitude of the coe�cients decreases signi�cantly as the
degree increases �keep in mind that these are normalized coe�cients and e�ectively
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Figure � Absolute value of the normalized JGM�� coe�cients and Kaula�s Rule�

have equal weight in their total contribution to the gravitational potential	� This
characteristic has been formalized in the so�called �Kaula�s Rule� �Kaula� ���	� This
rule gives the expected size of the Earth�s normalized harmonic coe�cients of degree
� to be ����	��� This rule of thumb allows one to estimate the expected magnitude
of a gravitational coe�cient if a value is not otherwise known �this is particularly
convenient for higher degree coe�cients for which accurate estimates have generally
not been obtained	� The magnitude of the JGM�� coe�cients �complete to degree
and order ��	 are plotted in Figure  along with Kaula�s Rule�
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Table �� The JGM�� Gravity Model� Normalized Sectorials and Tesserals
�C�m and �S�m in units of � ��	
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The estimated accuracy of the various coe�cients shown in Tables � and � show
that the lower degree coe�cients are the best determined and the accuracy degrades as
the degree increases� This variation in accuracy is a re�ection of the fact that satellite
tracking data was used to solve for the coe�cients� As discussed in later sections�

�



the sensitivity of the satellites to the harmonic coe�cients decreases as the degree
increases� That is� the low degree coe�cients produce large perturbations to the
orbital motion and the high degree coe�cients produce much smaller perturbations�
The ability to recover high degree coe�cients is a direct function of the accuracy of
the tracking data being utilized and also the geographic distribution of that data�
Since the high degree coe�cients represent �ne scale features in the gravity �eld it is
necessary to have wide geographic coverage� and accurate tracking data� to completely
capture such details� The low degree coe�cients on the other hand represent the large
scale features �continental in size	 and it is possible to accurately model such details
given sparser geographic coverage�

Overall� the accuracy of the geopotential acceleration is dependent on the con�
stants �� �C��m and �S��m and the accuracy of the coordinate transformation from
body��xed to inertial coordinates� The accuracy is also clearly dependent on the
degree of truncation of the in�nite series describing the potential� It should be noted
that the quantity ae enters the potential strictly as a scaling factor and thus does not
a�ect the accuracy of the geopotential computation� Of these possible error sources�
the accuracy of the �C��m and �S��m coe�cients is currently the limiting factor in precise
low�Earth orbit determination�
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